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Abstract 
All subsets P of an irreducible affine root system R such that P and R\P arc closed under 
addition of roots are classified. It is shown that if II: R + R’ is a bijection of root systems such 
that 1) and 0-l preserve closed sets and the irreducible components of R and R’ arc afine or 
finite with at most one irreducible component of type A, then (I is an isomorphism of root 
systems. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction and notation 
A subset P of a root system R is said to be closed if x,/I E P and 7: + p t R im- 
ply that x + p E P. If P is closed and satisfies the property PU -P= R then P is 
said to be parddic. If both P and R\P are closed then P is said to be irwert- 
ihk. Note that complements of parabolic sets are closed and thus parabolic sets are 
invertible. 
The parabolic subsets of affine root systems (i.e. root systems associated to affine 
Lie algebras) were classified by Futorny in [3], and the invertible subsets of finite root 
systems (i.e. root systems in the sense of Bourbaki) were classified in [2]. The goal 
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of this paper is to build on these two results in order to obtain a classification of the 
invertible subsets of these affine root systems. Invertible subsets arise in [5] (in fact the 
term “invertible” is due to Malyshev) in relation to the problem of decomposing a root 
system into a union of two closed subsets. This problem is related to the classification 
problem for complex homogeneous spaces. 
We now review some notation. Let R be an arbitrary root system (finite or affine) 
with base Z7. For any subset d c III, let RA be the set of all x E R that can be written 
as linear combinations of elements of d. Then R,, is a root system with base d. Let 
Ri (resp. Rd) be the set of positive (resp. negative) roots with respect to d. Since the 
intersection of an arbitrary number of closed sets is closed, we can define the closurr 
of a set M c R to be the smallest closed set containing M. We denote the closure of 
~4 by PO. 
For a closed set P c R let l’, := Pn(-P) and 6, := P\py. Now suppose that P is 
invertible and Q = R\P. We define P:= P U Qs. By [2, Lemma 2(b)] the set p is 
parabolic. Note that p, :=(P), = P, U Qs, and p,, := (P)U = P,. For a finite root system 
R, let P(I7’, II”) := Rnfc U (R+\Rn, ). where 17” c l7’ c Il and l7” is orthogonal to 
ll’\Il”. 
2. Parabolic subsets of affine root systems 
For a review of affine root systems see [4]. For Sections 2 and 3 let R be an 
irreducible affine root system with base I7 = (~0,. . , (xl} labelled as in [4, Chap. 41. 
Let R” and RI”’ denote the real and imaginary roots of R, respectively. There exist 
positive integers k,, with greatest common divisor 1, such that 6 = XI_, kia, is an 
imaginary root and R’” = (k6 ) k E Z\(O)}. 
We now recall a characterization of the real roots in R. Let l be the finite root 
system obtained by removing x0, except in the case of A$‘, where we remove XI. 
In the appropriate cases let is and l?l denote the sets of short and long roots in l? 
respectively. The following theorem is based on [4, Theorem 6.31: 
Theorem 1. The real roots in un irreducible qfim~ root system ure as jdlows: 
1. R” = {x + rd 1 x &, n E Z} uhm R is of’ tJyx> X,!“; 
2. R” = {CY + niS 1 r &, n E Z} U {x + kn6 1 x E/?I, n E Z} vherz R is of‘ type Xy(IO, 
k = 2 or 3, but not of’ type A;;‘; and 
3. R’e={x+nii~a~~,n~Z}U{2x+(2n+l)6~~~~~,n~~} ~vhen R isoj”typeA~’ 
and 12 1. 
Note: In the case of R = Ai2’ we have gs = g ={ f8q,}. 
We also recall some definitions from [3] to be used below. A root Ti E Il is called 
a pointed root (relative to n) if 
1. k, = 1, and 
2. &(S - xi) E R if R is of type A$’ and 8 - c(, E R otherwise. 
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Let r E Il and ll’ c ll\{ x} with ll’ nonempty, and define 
P(n,r,n’):=({B+k6ERIBER:,,~1)\R~,, k~z) 
u ((b u {6))\R,t ,), 
fqn, Y, 0) := ((n\(q) u {*6))\{k6 1 k < 0). 
The sets P(n, r, n’), when x is a pointed root, play an important role in the clas- 
sification of the parabolic subsets of R as seen in the following theorem based on 
[3, Theorems 2.662.81: 
Theorem 2. P is u puruholic subset of R with S E P fund only if’ there exists u base 
n oj’ R, u pointed root x (r&tire to n), und u subset IS of I7\{a}, such thut one 
of’ tlzr @lowing holds: 
1. P = P(n, X, n’) u R;,,, lvhere n/f c rs. 
2. P=R+nUR;,Ujlj, ttlhere O<)n’l cl. 
3. ~=(P(n,a,B)u{-qu-n’). 
3. Invertible subsets of affine root systems 
Let P be an invertible subset of R and let Q = R\P. Using the parabolic set p 
associated to the invertible set P and the classification of parabolic subsets of afhne 
root systems, it is possible to classify all invertible subsets of R. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 6 E P. 
Lemma 3. IJ’ p n -p = 0 then there exists u buse n = {x0,. , LY,} of’ R, u set nM c 
{x0 ,..., x,}, und p u oirz e t d root C( E n\n,w such thut P = P(I7, X, II,,.,). 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 2.61 we have p = P(I7, a, l7,) for some n, x, IIM as stated 
above. By the hypothesis and [3, Lemma 2.41 9, = 0, and since p, = eY U Q\ we have 
t’, = 0. Therefore P = P, = p, = P = P(n, x, nu ), as required. 0 
Lemma 4. I’ Is n -p # 0 und 6 E P\(-P) then tlzere exists u buse 17 = {CQ, . , aI} 
of R, u set nM c { x0,. . . , cq}, a pointed root c( E n\nM, und u nonenzpty subset n’ 
of’ II,\, such thut ooze of’ the following holds: 
1. P = (P( n, x, n,,,, )\R$, ) u Rnff, tvhere IT’ is u subset of’ 17’ such that II” 1_ 
nynff. 
2. P = (R;\R;, U &U RIP, where (II’1 < 1 und n” is a subset of’ II’ u {E} such 
thut r7” i (r7’ u {cl})\I7”. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 2.71, there exist TZ, IZ’, CC, I7 M as above such that one of the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
1. P=P(l7,x,n.&,)URf,l. 
2. P=RfiUR,,,u(21, In’1 < 1. Using the facts that e:l = p,,, l’s U @ = p,:, and that 
P n Rn\{%) is invertible in the finite root system Rl,\{z), we can analyze the structure 
of P, first for case 1. 
Note that by [3, Lemma 2.41, P( HI, x, ll,~,) n -P( n, a, I7,$,) = 8, and thus 
P,=Pn-P=(P(17.x,n,,)nR,,/)U(-P(n.r.n,~)nR,,~)uRn, =R/,,. 
This means that fl, = p,, = P( II, x. IL,, )\RA, and that P, c RII\~,~. 
Now consider the invertible set P n Rn\~l), which decomposes as (P n Rn\{ll ).s u 
(P n Rp,{,}),d. The decomposition of its associated parabolic P n RI,,(,) with respect 
to the root system Rn\{r) is as follows: 
PnR,\{,) = (PnR //\{1})U(R,,\{,}\(PnR,/\{,})).s 
= (PnR,\{%))U((R\P)nR,,\{,))\ 
= (PnR,,\{,})U((R\P),nRn\{~}) 
= pnR//\{,} 
= (I’,nR,\l,})u(P,,nR,\1,i). 
Observe that Pf~R~\i,l has the form R&l,l U RI,/ since p, n Rn\(*} = Rut and 
Since the associated parabolic has this form. it is possible to describe the invertible 
subset P n RI,\{,1 of the finite root system as in [2, Theorem 41: the sets n” := (n\{a}) 
n(Pn&\{,)), and (fl\{x))n(QnR n\(X) ),, partition II’ and can be used to form 
P rl RI,\{,) = P(L”. H”). This yields that P, = P, n Rr,\{l) = RI]</ and that P has the 
form stated above, where the orthogonality condition arises as in [2, Theorem 41. 
The proof of case 2 is entirely analogous, except that in order to consider restriction 
to a finite root system we use RI,\{,!} where /I is chosen from II\({y} U II’), which 
is nonempty by (Z7’] < 1. 0 
Lemma 5. If’ P n -P # II urzd 6 E P n (-P) then tl1er.r exists Q huse I7 = { cz”, . , q} 
of’ R, (1 pointed root x E II urd (1 .shet Ll’ c n\{x} such tht P = (P(Il, x, 0) U 
(-8) u-n'). 
Proof. Since 6 and -6 are in P, they are also in P,. We will show that in fact p, = P,. 
Consider an arbitrary real root (p + m6 for some cp E i and m E Z, as in Theorem 1. 
If q + nz6 E p, then any root of the form cp + /?cS is in !‘,. Hence, if some $ + mci were 
in eY then all roots of the form $ + n6 would be in Q,\. But then -(I/I + ~6) E Qs for 
some p # m and hence we would have (m - p)6 E QY, which is a contradiction. Thus 
Q., = 0 and p, = e.. So P = 8, UP, = E, Up, = p and by [3, Theorem 2.81, p has the 
form (P(n,x,0)U{-6}UpII’). 0 
Since these three lemmas cover all possibilities, they can be combined to yield the 
fnllnw;nrr rlarrifiratin\n ‘““““““‘b UIYUU,,‘CULI”II. 
Theorem 6. P is un inwrtihle subset of un irredxiblr gJfinr root s~‘stcm R if’ und 
onlj~ lf’ P is one qf’ the follo,z,iny sets: 
1 P( II. ‘2, nn, ), 
2. (P(f7, 2, IL,, )\R& ) U RF, 
3. (R;\R;,U1x$JRn~~, 
4. (P(Iz, x, 0) u { -6) u -z7), or 
5. R\P’. Irlith P’ one of’ 1-4 above, 
Itherr II, ‘2, Ill,t,, II’, und IT” huw the uppropriutc ,for~ns us described in the corral- 
‘.nnz.lJ;z?,, l >.*,.*.,,‘. .‘y<“‘U”‘>j IC,,IIIICIL). 
Proof. Lemmas 3-5 show that 1-5 are the only possibilities for invertible subsets, 
and direct computation shows that each of the sets in 1-5 is in fact invertible. 0 
4. Bijections preserving closed sets 
The term &srrr nzup will denote a function fl : R *R’ between root systems which 
has the property that U(C) is closed whenever C c R is closed. We use the term pseudo- 
is0n~orphi.w~ to denote the case where ii is a bijection and both ii and 0-j are ciosed 
maps. By an isomorphism of root systems we mean a bijection which can be extended 
to an isomorphism of the corresponding vector spaces. Then [2, Theorem 7(d)] can be 
stated as: 
Theorem 7. Stlppose R, R’ uw ,finite root s~~stmu nd R has ut most one irreducible 
conlpontwt of type A 1. !f’ 6 : R + R’ is u pseud(j-h~omorphism then 0 is un i.somorphistn. 
In this section we will extend Theorem 7 to the case where R may also have 
affine components. The proof of this fact is similar to that found in [2], but re- 
-..;-,.” “---:_I A..^^+-^-& ,.c AL,. :-_,A _-r-l ..,.-_+- /D ___^ _:+:-.. IA\ _-A &I_,. __-I. &__.^ yuuea >p,r;~lal UCdLIIICIIL “1 LIIC; LIIICIguldly l”“Lh (r,“I.‘“s1L’“‘L L”, ill,” LIIC: ,a,,n LW” 
case (Lemmas 13-15). 
The following is an extension of a classical result from Bourbaki. 
Lemma 8. Lrt R hr an irreducible u#ine root system ,\xith base IT = {q,, . . , x,,}. For 
CIMJ’ root p E Rt, there exists un expression of’ the ,ftirrn p = %i, + +xi,,,, such thrrt 
Y(,, E n und SI,, + +q, is a root ,fiw ull k < m. 
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to that in the finite case, but requires [4, 
Propositions 5.1(c) and (e)]. 0 
This allows us to prove that a bijection of afine root systems which behaves linearly 
with respect to sums and negatives of roots is an isomorphism of root systems. From 
this point on, we assume unless otherwise indicated that R and R’ are root systems 
whose irreducible rnmnnnWlts RTP either fnite or afime. __--. r-‘~-~‘.y _-_ 
Lemma 9. Let U: R-R’ he a bijtvtion such thut 
1. @(-xx> =-N(M) for ~11 c( E R; 
2. c(, /?, CY + fl E R implirs 0(x f /I’) = U(x) + U(p); 
3. CI’, /3’, cc’+p’~R’ inzplirs o~‘(a’+P’)=c~-‘(r’)+U~‘(B’), 
Then 0 is cm isomorphism. 
Proof. The result follows easily from Lemma 8, analogous to [2, Lemma 61. q 
It should now be clear that we need only show that a pseudo-isomorphism satisfies 
conditions 1-3 in Lemma 9. 
Proposition 10. Let 6’ : R + R’ be u p.Eeudo-isomorphism. Then 
(a) for S c R, Q(S)) = (U(S)), 
(b) iJ’R und R’ are irrrduciblr und q&e then U(m6) = mU(6). 
Proof. (a) The argument given in [2, Theorem 7(a)] is purely set-theoretic and is thus 
still valid. 
(b) Since (ms) = (km6 /k > 0}, while (x) = {x} for all a E R”, we know by part (a) 
that UIR,,,? is a bijection to (R’)i’n. Since (R’)i”’ 2 Rim, we identify them and suppose 
O(S) = mS and 8(-d) = nS for m, n E E. Since 0 is a bijection, it is clear that mn < 0. 
Since O(((s)) = O((Rim)+) = (km8 1 k > 0) = (U(8)) and U((-6)) = U((Rim)-) = (kn6 / 
k >O}=(U(-6)) by part (a), and since 0 is a bijection, we get that mn = -1 so 
U(6) = 3x5 and U( -6) = ~6. 
Now assume that U(6)= 6, with the other case being similar. Notice that the 6 
is superfluous since (Rim)+ just has the structure of the positive integers, so for the 
remainder of the proof we will just consider II : Z+ + Zf with O( 1) = 1 and (m) defined 
in the obvious way. 
Let Sk = {2k,. , 2k+’ - 1 }. Then we claim t)(& ) = Sk. This follows by induction with 
the case of k = 0 being obvious. Suppose it is true for j < k. Then O( (2k,. . , 2kf’ - 
ij)=~(~2",2"+~,,,,,2"'~ _ 1,2"+1 , . . j) = {P, 2’: + I,. . . j. This shouid equai jti(2” j, 
. . .) u(2”+’ - I)), but if any of O(2’ ), . , t1(2’+’ - 1) are larger than Zkt’ - 1 then one 
of 2” . 2”+’ - 9 7 1 will not appear in this set. Hence the claim holds. 
Thus U((m) risk)== (U(m)) n&, so I(m) nskl =1(0(m)) n&l. Now set nk = \(rn)nSkl. 
Since 1(2k/m)-nkl < 1, we see 4 that I( l/m)-(nk/2k)l < 1/2k, and m = limk+, zk/nk. 
‘We would like to thank A. Blass for this final elegant step. 
13’) 
Similarly, 
2” 
u(m)= ~5% 1(0(m)) nskl’ 
Hence 
The proof of Proposition 12 requires the following lemma. 
Lemma 11. Zf S is un irreducible rank t,co &fine root s?stern and {I., p} is unj’ 
lineurly in&pm&nt subset of’s” then thrrr u.xists u base of’ S ,vifh rrsprct to ivhich 
i, und p ure both positicr roots. 
Proof. We have checked this in the two cases and omit the proof. 0 
Proof. Let S be the root system Rn W with base {g.p}. We show that O(x) and 
n(p) are linearly independent. This follows as in [2, Theorem 7(c)] if x and /I are 
in a finite component of R so we assume that a and fi are in an afine component. 
Since x,/I E R” the sets (2) and (/3) have cardinality at most 2. Thus the same is 
true for (n(g)) and (0(p)). showing that O(K), H(b) E R”‘. Since S is irreducible, the 
set (x, p) has cardinality strictly greater than two. Thus the same is true for the set 
0(x./j) = (Qcx),CI(/j)). This forces @SC) and @(/I) to be linearly independent. 
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the rank two root system R’ n W’. We wish to show that S’ is irreducible. Note that 
since S is irreducible there exists a root 7 E (z, /I) with ;’ = a~ + b/j and a, b > 0. We 
have 0(y) E 1)((~./1)) and therefore by Proposition 10(a), I)(;!) E (O(r), O(p)) c S’. The 
same proposition gives that O(y) $4 (U(M)) U (O([j)) and thus S’ is irreducible. 
Let Sf be the set of positive roots of S with respect to the base {~,/i}. Propo- 
sition 10(a) gives O(S’) c S’. By direct inspection of the various possibilities for 
S it is easy to see that, given y E {g, /I}, there exist two linearly independent roots 
I’],:‘2 ES+ such that 1’ + ;‘I = ;‘2. Thus ;‘I E (72. -7) and so by Proposition IO(a) we 
have fin (fi(pz),O(-;‘)). Since ?‘I.?? ES+ we have ti(yl). U(y,) E S’ and it fol- 
lows that (I(_?) ES’, Thus t’(S-) = @_r, _N\ - /0_,), [,+/<I\ ,- ‘?’ Th;c ehnwc thcat 
I’, - \“\ p,, i ” L1110 .Jn1”*“.3 LLlUI 
O(S) g S’. 
Now we show that V’(S’) C S. Let {x’, a} b e a base of S’ and let W” be the span 
of { V’( x’), F’(“)}. Set S” = R n W”. As above, we see that W” is 2-dimensional 
and that &‘(S’) C S”. Since c(, /3 E W” we have W” = W and hence S” = S. This shows 
that F’(S’) 5 S. We have shown that 0 maps S to S’ bijectively, and that 11 maps a 
base of S to a base of S’. 
We now show that 0(-d)= -O(R) for all i. E S. This is true when IS] = I,!? <CC 
by [2, Theorem 7(c)] so we may assume S and S’ are affine. By Proposition 10(b) 
the claim is true for 1. E S’“. Suppose 1. E S” and that O(3,) and U(-n) are linearly 
independent. Then by Lemma 11 there exists a base {y’, 1/2} of S’ with respect to 
which both H(i) and 0(-J.) are positive. But then {U-‘(r’), H-‘(71)) is a base of 
S with respect to which both A and -i are positive, a contradiction. Thus U(k) and 
S(- :\ O~P l;nrw+.l~, AenonAcxnt O-A c;nmo thacn OWP +._pol rrrr\tc ;m “ffina s-An+ ‘.Trrtom ‘L, ULU I111L4llJ U~~b,IUbIII LlllU D11Ibb LIIbJ\r LI1L Ical L”“LJ L11 an (LIII1Lb L”“L JyJLL-III 
the only possibility is 0( -2.) = -O( ;,). 
Now if ISI = IS’/ is finite the rest of the proof of [2, Theorem 7(c)] remains valid 
and 81Rn w extends as desired. If IS/ = IS’1 IS infinite then we first show in Lemma 13 
that S and S’ are isomorphic and next show in Lemmas 14 and 15 that 0 satisfies 
Property 2 in Lemma 9 for all elements of S. It is then possible to define a linear map 
on all of W which agrees with 0 on S. 0 
Lemma 13. If’ H : S + S’ is u pseullo-isornorplzisr?l of’ irreducible runk t\vo u&r root 
systems then S is isomorphic to S’. 
Proof. Investigation of the tables of irreducible affine root systems indicates that S and 
S’ must be of type Ai” or AL*‘. Assume without loss of generality that S is of type 
Al” and S’ is of type A?‘. 
For p,r distinct roots in S we have that (0,~) has cardinality two or is infinite. To 
see this, write p = fia + kc?, y = ;‘. + 16, where pa, ;“’ E ,$ U (0) = { &cxl, O}. If PO = 0 or 
~0 = 0 then (b, y) is infinite. Otherwise [j = -y + md, m E Z or p = y + m6, m E Z\(O). 
If p = - y + m6 and m # 0 then nz0 = p + y E (a. 11) and (p, ~j) is infinite. If j? = -y or 
p = 7 + m6, m # 0 then (/j, 7) = {p, ;I} and (B, y) has cardinality two. 
Recall that ,? = {~cI;}. Now consider 
Applying Proposition 10(a) to U-’ shows that this set should be the same as (@‘(of,), 
0-‘(rl + #)), which h as cardinality two or is infinite. This contradiction implies that 
S and S’ are both of type A”‘) or .4k2’. 0 
Proof. It was already shown in Proposition 10(b) that this is true for imaginary roots 
in S. By the structure of A\” (cf. Theorem 1) it suffices to show that 0(*x + k6) = 
l !=U(a)+kU(6), where c(=x’ and k EZ. We will show U(cc+kb)=U(a)+kG for kEZ 
assuming that 8(6)=6, with the cases of -c( or O(6)= -6 being similar. 
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Proceed by induction on k E Z+. To see that 0(x + 6) = H(x) + (5 compare 
U( (ci, x + 6)) = {6,2&. .) U(r + S), U(r + 26), . .} 
= w(h 4 )\{wo) = (w), w)\W)) 
= {6,26,. .) U(r) + 6, U(r) f26,. . .} 
with 
(O(6), O(Y + 3)) = (6,26,. . , H(u + 6)). 
Hence we must have 0(x + 6) = O(r) + (5. Now assume that U(r + nb) = U(z) + n6 for 
n < k and compare 
U((&r+kCs)) = (($26 )...) U(a+kli),t)(z+(k+ I)@,...} 
= O((S,z))\{f)(x),U(r+(r),...,O(cr+(k- 1)s)) 
= (H(6),U(a))\{U(a),fl(cc)+ &...,U(r>+ (k- 1)6} 
= {6,28 ,..., U(x)+k&U(y)+(k+l)ii ,... } 
with 
(O(6), 0(x + k6)) = (6,26,. . ,0(x + k6)). 
Again we must have 0(x + k6) = O(x) + k8 and the induction follows. 
Finally, we show that U(g - k6) = U(r) - k6 for all k E Z+. Assume there exists 
k E Z+ such that H(x - k6) = U(x) - IS with / # k and chose k to be the minimal 
positive integer with this property. Since H is a bijection the only possibility is that 
I > k. Now the set 
(S,r ~ k6) = {&26,.. .,r - k&u - (k - I )b;, . . ..~.a + 6,x + 2ii,...} 
is closed. Since 0 is a pseudo-isomorphism this implies that the set 
O((6, a - kd)) = {&26,. . . , U(N) - 26, U(x) - (k - I)&. . . , Q(z), 
Q(x) + 6, B(or) + 26,. . .} 
is also closed. But this contradicts I > k, and hence the result follows. 0 
Lemma 15. (f'U : S + S is u pseudo-isomorphism und S is of type Ai” then 0 sati.$es 
Property 2 0f‘Lemmu 9 for elements of S. 
Proof. Similar to Proposition 14 it suffices to show that H(fca+kG) = %cU(x)+kfj(d), 
where x = ~10 and c = 1 when k is even or c = 1,2 when k is odd. Again we will treat 
only the cases of H(cc + kb) and 8(29 + kb) and assume that O(6) = ii. 
One can show that O(r.+k6)= U(a)+ k6 for all k E Z (the proof is identical to 
the proof that @cc + kS) = f](r) + kii in Lemma 14 except we replace (6, r + k(S) with 
(2&X + k6)). 
Now let l~2L+ 1. We have 
{n(~),U(cc + lii),0(2~+ 16)) = (I({a, Y + 16,2y + IS})= U((U,X + 16)) 
= (tr(z),O(x+ /b))=(U(x),O(x)+ 16) 
and the only possibility is that 0(2x + 10) = 20(x) + 18. q 
This completes the proof of Proposition 12 and we can now use the preceding 
propositions to prove the main result. 
Proof. The proof can now proceed as in [2, Theorem 7(d)] by verifying parts l-3 
of Lemma 9. We claim that 0-r) = -U(X) for all XE R. There are two cases to 
consider: (i) cz is a root in an irreducible component of R of type Al, or (ii) there 
exists a two-dimensional subspace Iz/ of the vector space spanned by R such that (x E W 
and S = R n W is an irreducible rank two subsystem of R. The claim follows in case 
(i) since 0 is a bijection. In case (ii) the claim follows from Proposition 12. 
Finally, we show that cx, /j, c1 + /i E R implies that @cc + fi) = O(U) + O(b). Proposi- 
tions IO(b) and [2, Theorem 7(b)] yield this result when a and fl are linearly dependent, 
while Proposition 12 does the same when x+/i E R and o! and b are linearly independent 
(by taking W to be the span of {Y,/)}). 
By symmetry we have that O’(a + /I)=& ‘(x) + &‘(fi) for cn,p,x + ,GE R’ 
as well. 0 
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